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Mathematics-Core Course
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Answer all ,rueru€ questions.

1 Deflae an abelian goup.

2. Order of a finite group G is 

-.

-- 3. In the addition group of integers the order of every element zero is 

-,

4, Give an example ofa cyclic group.

5. State True or False :

If s 6 II = H thsn IIa = aII = H, where H is a subgroup of a group.

6. S, has elements.

7. State True or False :

Every permutation is a one-to-one function.

8. Define a hansposition.

9. Stat€ True or False :

The set g ofrational numbers is not a ring w.r,t. ordinary addition and multiplication,

10. Write the smallest subspace of any vector space.

11. Is it true that if the set S={u1,u2,...,ue} of a vector space V is L.D. then every superset of Sis

atso L.D. ? -]-
12. Define the basis of a vector space.

(12x%=3weightage)

Sho* answer questions,

Answer @ll questioos.

13. What is the dimension of a vector space.

14. Define the span of a set.

15. Give an example of a linearly independelt set.

Turn over
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16. Define a homomorphisE.

17. Give an example ofa field.

18. What is the order or p = (r, n) (a,5,7,8) .

(L 2 3 4 5 6)- /1 2 3 4 5 6)
19' considero=la t o s e zJ'p=lz 4 1 B 6 5J'comPute".F2'

20. Show that U, - 1, t, - 4 is a cyclic group.

21. Examine whetherc = {_3, - 2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3} for the operation +, is a group.

(9x 1= I weightage)

Answer sny ,tre questions.

22. Prove that t;he 6 a1G =\a+bJ2: o,b,e R) forms a groop onder multiplication.

?3. Prove that.ifa,6 are any two elements ofa gr:oup G then (a.b)z =a262 iffGis abelian.

24. Prove that every group of priae order is cyclic.

25. Let V = R, be the vector space. Let tl=lu=(x1,a,a)eVlq+12+13 =0). ShowthatUisa

subspace of V,

26. Check whether the set;

s = {0,10), (1,0,1), (0,1,1)}.

linearly independent in V".

27. Ifp is prime then proElgrat Zp is a field.

28. Prove tlat ifa finite group oforder n contains an elecredt oforder n then the group must be cyclic.

(6x2=l0weightage)
Answer any tdro questions,

29. Show thal a oon-empty subset H ofa group G is a subgroup of Giff o6-r eH for all o,6 e H.

30, Prove tlat every finite integral domain is a field.

31. Suppose S={Vr,Vz,,..,Vt} isan ordered setofavector spaceV.If V1;e 0 tlen prove t}rat the

set S is L.D. iffone ofthe vectors of {V1, V2, . . . , V, } belongs to the span ofreniaining other vectors

of the set S.

(2x4=Sweigbtage)


